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One world, many languages
English is the modern lingua franca of scientific communication, and 
a dominant language on the Web and in global communication in 
general. 

English is also the most common test bed for NLP/IR/ML research.

Pros: 

● focus on one of the most used language in the 
digital world. 

● many shared resources (lexica, datasets). 
● many shared tools, enabling the test new methods focusing 

only on the delta part. 



One world, many languages
English is the modern lingua franca of scientific communication, and 
a dominant language on the Web and in global communication in 
general. 

English is also the most common test bed for NLP/IR/ML research.

Cons: 

● less research on many languages used by a 
large part of world population.

● less research on language-specific aspects of NLP.
● less resources (lexica, datasets) on other languages.



One world, many languages

https://w3techs.com/technologies/overview/content_language/all
https://w3techs.com/technologies/overview/content_language/all
https://w3techs.com/technologies/overview/content_language/all


One world, many languages

http://www.internetworldstats.com/stats7.htm


Working across languages
Can we reuse labeled information for a source language on a different target 
language where such information is scarce or missing?



Cross-language learning
Cross-language learning methods are based on the idea of projecting 
documents into a common representation space.

Two possible approaches:

● Machine translation

○ straightforward, or using some tricks such as co-training

○ requires a good MT for the pair of languages involved…

○ ...and a good MT usually has a cost

● Vector space projection: a common vector space in which documents with 
similar content from the two languages end up in similar positions.

○ focused on the task, simpler than MT

http://www.win.tue.nl/~mpechen/publications/pubs/MT_WISDOM2013.pdf
https://cloud.google.com/translate/pricing


Cross-language learning
Vector space projection methods can be classified with respect to the type of 
data they need to build the projection:

● parallel corpora: documents with exactly the same content in both 
languages.

○ LSI (Dumais et al., 1997), Semi-Supervised Matrix Completion (SSMC)

○ parallel corpora are not easy to find (otherwise MT would be a cheap tool)

● comparable corpora: documents with similar content in the two 
languages

○ very easy to collect

○ methods may additionally require short lists of translated word pairs (e.g., "cat/gatto"), 
still much easier than doing full translation



LSI - SSMC
Latent Semantic Indexing use SVD to project features that have similar 
distributional properties across languages into the same positions of the 
projection space.

Semi-Supervised Matrix 
Completion extends this 
approach to include also 
documents that have no 
translation.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Latent_semantic_analysis
http://www.aaai.org/ocs/index.php/AAAI/AAAI14/paper/download/8298/8615
http://www.aaai.org/ocs/index.php/AAAI/AAAI14/paper/download/8298/8615


Structural Correspondence Learning
Structural Correspondence Learning leverages on a set of pivot terms:

cat-gatto, run-correre, sun-sole, …

to model the similarities of features from the two languages.

● Select n pivot features that are frequent in both domains and 
informative on labeled data (e.g., by their mutual information with 
labels)

● Build a linear predictor for each pivot based on non-pivot features.

● Group predictors weights in a matrix W and decompose it using SVD.

https://www.google.it/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwi58aO77vXXAhUR5qQKHdl3AGUQFgguMAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fjohn.blitzer.com%2Fpapers%2Femnlp06.pdf&usg=AOvVaw2kAASvpg9EVz2_pB2Sr_Hz


Structural Correspondence Learning

Pivots are typically in the order of hundreds

● There is a high cost to train all predictors and then doing the SVD

Can we use a simpler model of distributional similarity?



Distributional Correspondence Indexing
Distributional Correspondence Indexing steps:

● Select n pivot features that are informative on labeled data and similarly 
frequent in both domains.

● Represent any feature with a profile vector that measures the 
distributional similarities between the feature and each of the pivots, 
by using a distributional correspondence function (DCF).

○ DCF functions are fast to compute

● Use the n-dimensional profile vectors to index documents.

○ DCF values directly define the projection, no matrix decomposition or additional 
modeling required.

https://www.jair.org/media/4762/live-4762-9070-jair.pdf


Distributional Correspondence Indexing
A Distributional Correspondence Function measures the correlation between 
a feature fi and a pivot fj (which is itself a feature) by comparing how they 
appear in a collection of documents.

DCFs can use a probabilistic model:



Distributional Correspondence Indexing
...or a kernel-based model:

Kernel-based DCFs have a normalization term, so that the expected value of 
DCF(fi, fj) is zero for a uniform distribution of vectors with the same 
prevalence* pi and pj of fi and fj

*portion of values different from zero in f



Distributional Correspondence Indexing
A feature is represented as an n-dimensional vector of DCF value w.r.t. pivots 
(using the matching translation of the pivot).

e(f) = (DCF(f,p1), DCF(f,p2), . . . , DCF(f,pn))

Documents are directly indexed in the DCI space as a weighted sum of all 
profile vectors associated to their features:

where wfd is the weight of feature f in document d according to a weighting 
function



Cross-lingual classification
Results on the Webis-CLS-10 dataset

https://www.uni-weimar.de/de/medien/professuren/medieninformatik/webis/corpora/webis-cls-10/


Sentiment across domains
Sentiment has shared semantics across domain, can we exploit sentiment 
data on a topic to perform sentiment classification for a different one?



Sentiment across domains



Cross-language + cross-domain



Cross-language + cross-domain


